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Book Synopsis 
This summary is provided for context purposes and the book provides many real-world examples to 

pull the reader into the topical conversation of the impact of digital transformation – now and in the 

future.  The world is at war.  This book prepares the reader for an accidental future. 

For more details or to discuss a possible publishing opportunity, please contact the author. 

 

Professor Hemmanth Singh at herman@futureadvisory.co.za or +27 83 212 6404 

 

 

The book’s foundation is the digital forces that are transforming our world. It outlines why this is 

happening, what the forces are, what’s driving them and how this will proceed.  The Term Di-volution 

is coined to describe the way the world is being transformed.  First devolving back and then re-evolving 

into a newer simpler, smarter, faster and better solution. The metaphor used throughout the book is 

that of a War and many comparisons and contrasts are drawn between the history of warfare and the 

events unfolding around us today.  

The story opens with the unpredictability of the future due to the rapid evolution of technology and 

the exponential ways in which it can be combined. A new type of warfare is erupting, and this is 

between the forces of the past and the future.  This war is being fought, invisibly, in the landscape of 

the present and these forces are described as the battlefields on which these wars are fought. 

Insight is provided into the role of information and the rather scary consequences when data 

sources are merged together with analytics, especially as far as personal confidentiality is concerned. 

New applications can be toxic to others totally disrupting our past perceptions forever. An example 

is the SMS demise, and how it was left behind by WhatsApp and other Instant Messaging apps. 

The narrative then explores why the future is so unpredictable. Examples are provided in this regard 

from both conventional warfare as well as special, small military unit operations drawing business 

lessons from the humiliating defeat of the American forces in Vietnam. 

The story then moves on to the element of size and sets out that size is not always an advantage, 

especially since smaller start-ups could be more agile and less focused on a defensive posture than 

their larger legacy counterparts. Small start-ups indeed have an edge as far as innovation, flexibility, 

risk-taking and digital marketing are concerned. This is expanded on with examples from a variety of 
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market segments, clearly placing the accent on the provision of solutions and not only on silo products. 

Legacy firms and the digital attackers are almost the exact opposite in every respect. 

Valuable insights are provided into how successful legacy firms were able to diversify their revenue 

away from their core business over time. drawing some critical lessons from them. A key learning is 

that it’s not about the technology, but really about the customer and all of them adopted innovation, 

rather than emulation.  

It is demonstrated that fixed assets are on the incorrect side of the balance sheet, because they are 

actually strategic liabilities.  Legacy players sit in a multipronged trap on assets. Firstly, it has sucked 

up valuable capital, secondly it locks in an uncompetitive cost structure due to the rapid obsolescence, 

thirdly it takes up a high amount of management bandwidth, fourthly, it builds in a huge amount of 

latency to respond to a disruptive change and finally owning assets locks in certain architectures and 

constraints. 

The new battlefield and type of war impacts regulators, because digital attackers are incentivized to 

actively attack the gaps in the rules and the rules themselves.  The digital attacker does not ask for 

permission, although they are sometimes required to ask for forgiveness, not breaking the law, but 

maneuvering around it. Due to the uncontrollable nature of the problem, a key question is which 

regulators governs a global Tech player. 

Building something small as a greenfields site with no baggage is a huge advantage. The digital War 

helps them greatly to emerge and dominate a niche as the titans are distracted in their clashes and 

are more focused in their strategies. Legacy firms need to use the opportunity to eliminate 

management as a task or reduce it to a bare minimum and to focus all their energy on value adding 

activities, allowing the SME’s to operate more like start-ups or pure gig players. 

The sheer weight and complexity of legacy firms’ existing enterprise will be fatal. It needs to be 

accelerating a plan to simplify, eliminate and automate these internal processes to become a lean and 

mean execution machine.  The only strategy for success today is to hold the enemy in abeyance, while 

the legacy firm’s army is transformed into a digital fighting machine that has a hope of challenging for 

victory. 

The challenge is that in most legacy firms’ future threats are either not seen or are recognized too 

late. The first mission is to prepare the organization for change. This is about unfreezing the 

organization and building a burning platform. The urgency will vary per industry, but without the buy 

in of the very upper echelons and key decision makers this initiative will fail. The second key 

component is to assemble the A team to make this happen.   
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The options for your end game are dependent on two factors viz.  the type of insurgency that you are 

facing and how visionary and bold your leadership and investors are.  Your challenge as always will be 

ensuring that those that make the decisions stay to see through its execution.   

Getting to the endgame defining how you can di-volve your business back to the essence and remove 

any complication and cost that does not contribute to serving customer’s needs using the latest 

technology and business approaches available. This process of design will define the ideal and optimal 

architectures for each element of the business. The incremental approach preferred by many is seen 

by the author as unfortunately the biggest curse in the legacy business today.  

Managing the transition is a critical phase, as transforming a business while running it is the most 

difficult path of all. The implementation can proceed in three different ways and each has pros and 

cons. A key issue that is often missed is that many benefits only accrue at the end of the process when 

old systems and infrastructure is retired. 

 Organisational models and the nature of work have evolved from Feudal to Scientific to Matrix to 

Hive. The latter is based on a hyperconnected network of staff internally and externally as well as 

organizations both internal and external who are highly adaptive and loosely coupled. That’s the 

future of organizations; shallow in structure, broad in complexity and self-managed, but with central 

orchestration. 

The concept of Valuenets is introduced to explain the move away from money and towards value.  

Over the course of human existence, we have attributed value to tangibles, merely as a way for trading 

to allow us to set a price for the actual value that we sought. Today we see commerce as the exchange 

of value without currency being involved i.e. no payment occurs.  

Risk and how its managed in business are game changers. The largest threat to convention for many 

businesses over the years has been the move from the cost-plus model to the at-risk pricing model. 

Success based pricing has become the norm. The move from input-based pricing to output based 

pricing has been the latest weapon in the Digital Wars.  

What should we measure, and which measures are strategic?  There are two kinds of measures that 

are important viz. digital Lead and Lag indicators.  Three measures are strong predictors of revenue 

growth and share price. They were Digital Magnitude, Digital Share and Digital momentum.   

Creating an ambidextrous organization is a key facet of survival. An ambidextrous organization is one 

that can be both agile and creative on “the one hand” (the innovation engine) and yet be rigorous 

with a focus on risk mitigation while delivering industrial strength execution “on the other hand” (the 
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performance engine). The latter being funded by the former and in certain cases handing over 

innovative and disruptive solutions to the former.  

Lean was developed in Japan in the 1960’s and was used around the world in manufacturing and 

logistics to deliver excellent efficiencies. The year 2000 was when Lean attacked and invaded the IT, 

knowledge and innovation industry.  The age of the lean startup was born. The trick now was to get 

to a product – market fit before the cash ran out. 

The narrative illustrates how Digital Wars impact significantly both business and consumers, but also 

many other institutions and segments, like unions, artisan guilds and professionals, regulators, 

universities, the legal system etc. In many cases the institutions are faced with a fundamental choice 

- either radical transformation or enjoy a slow death. 

The advertising industry is a living case study of digital transformation as we move from physical 

billboards to digital ones. Conventional advertising is largely brand led and is directed towards 

publishers of content who then sell placements of ads. The future is building communities on your 

own channel where it’s your inventory, your clients with informed data on preferences and the ability 

to send smart campaign mechanics with immediate payment and fulfillment.  

The Digital industry does not work like the older professions since Digital is too new and the rules of 

success are still being defined.  Enter the Digital advisors from all corners and they come in many 

flavors. The choices of advisor will impact for many generations.  

The narrative plays make believe and looks out to the near, middle and distant Futures i.e. 15 years, 

50 years and 150 years out. Digital will be like Gravity. It’s in everything we do, everywhere we are, all 

the time, an unconscious environmental factor. Businesses soon will be swimming in a sea of data 

provided by the tech behemoths of today, but probably ten to twenty times larger. They will largely 

be license and access holders to operate platforms, a form of Universal network, or UNINET. 


